
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULFSTREAM PARK SELECTIONS 
 by JOHN M. GAVER III 

thesteampicks.com 
 

2021-22 Championship Meet 
Day 38: Wednesday, January 26, 2022 
Post Time: 12:30 P.M. (Eastern) 

 

2021-22 Championship Meet Record:  
 360-101-84-42: 28% W, 63% ITM

BEST BET: (#5) Alpha Babe (8th race) — 7-2 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#5) Zambak (5th race) — 5-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, f irst through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE  
(#4) STORMY STELLA: Beaten chalk in last two starts but is spotted to win for $16,000 tag; formidable 
(#5) CAGUA: Deep closer has finished with interest in past four on Tapeta; needs pace, clean trip to win 
(#6) SPLICER: No kick last time at an “about” 5F trip, stretches out this afternoon; first-time Lasix noted 
(#3) PLAYA INCLUSION: Figures as a pace factor stretching out around two-turns; 8-1 on morning line 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-6-3  
 

RACE TWO 
(#2) PRETTY RACHEL: Steps up the ladder in first start off claim for Walder—moves up on “off” track 
(#3) CHEZ PAREE: Hasn’t been seen at the races since September, but a 7-panel trip is in wheelhouse 
(#5) TIME TO TWO STEP: Has a license for continued improvement in third start of current form cycle 
(#6) DON’T MAKE ME BEG: Never picked up the bit off a layoff last time; will be tighter but steps up 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-6 
 

RACE THREE  
(#6) ARTIFICIAL INTEL: Has several gaps in work tab but hooks nondescript crew in bow for $16K tag 
(#3) GOSSIPING: Route-to-sprint, Tapeta-to-dirt angles are appealing; she gets blinkers and Lasix here 
(#7) ULTIMATE BREEZE: Exits the Florida-bred ranks but drops in for a tag for the first time; improves 
(#1) STACIAS RUBY: West Virginia raider makes lateral class move in South Florida debut; gets in light 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-7-1 
 

RACE FOUR  
(#5) CHACALOSA: Is a stakes winner on Tapeta, will be tighter in second off shelf—lateral class move 
(#7) BLAME IT ON ROSE: Just missed in last start on this class level; love slight cutback to 5.5-panels 
(#2) PRINCESS CUPID: Done little wrong, has upside in third start; gets Lasix in first start off the claim 
(#3) MOUNT SINAI: Has improved on a synthetic surface but was no match for Chacalosa in last start 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-2-3 
 

RACE FIVE  
(#5) ZAMBAK: The class drop is significant, bred to handle Tapeta if this comes off turf—value on tote? 
(#1) SPOOKY SPICE: Is unproven on the grass, but she shows up for a tag for the first time for Carroll 
(#9) ALL IN JEST: Didn’t have the best of trips in turf debut—improvement in cards in second off layoff 
(#2) COUNTESSOFLOVELACE: Broke slowly but finished with interest in a turf route race out of box  
SELECTIONS: 5-1-9-2 
 

RACE SIX  
(#8) BRODY’S CAUSEWAY: Hooks winners but is in fine fettle—graduated by open lengths on Tapeta 
(#5) AWESOME APEAL: Tries Tapeta for first time in first crack at winners; outfit is having a good meet 
(#7) SHEZ RECKLESS: Gets some class relief for a high-percentage outfit and services of Irad Ortiz, Jr. 
(#4) K COTTEE: Is unproven on a synthetic surface but is in a logical spot to tackle winners for first time 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-7-4 



 
RACE SEVEN  
(#4) LEVIOSA: Set pace and gamely held on last time; comes right back on same class level in this spot  
(#2) DIGNIFIED: All dressed up with nowhere to go in last start—gets Lasix but 5.5F may be too short 
(#3) CAJUN COUSIN: Improvement is in cards in second start off the sidelines; first-time Lasix is noted 
(#1) ARROW SHAPE: Lacked the knockout punch late in the game in last start versus Florida-breds; fits 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-3-1 
 

RACE EIGHT  
(#5) ALPHA BABE: Past form in conditioned claiming ranks is salty, capable fresh; Tapeta the x-factor 
(#8) SYSTEMATIC: Set pace, got late off a layoff in last start for Weaver; will be tighter, Irad is in irons 
(#1) MISS DELICIOUS: Didn’t have the best of trips off two-month layoff last time; Paco saves ground 
(#6) MIA AT MIDNIGHT: Honest try on the slight class hike in South Florida return in last; is tractable 
 SELECTIONS: 5-8-1-6 
 
RACE NINE  
(#1) PAPA HONOR: Game third in last start on this class level, outfit is capable off claim; saves ground 
(#10) EASY STRIDE: Has demonstrated big improvement in past two races with Paco Lopez up; player 
(#2) ON THE COUCH: Can continue to improve in third start off sidelines, Saez stays; 4-1 morning line 
(#7) OCEAN RIDE: Has a past win on Tapeta, but he is consistently inconsistent—demand square price 
 SELECTIONS: 1-10-2-7 
 
 
LATE PICK 5 TICKET (15% takeout)   
Races 5-9 / Gulfstream Park, Wednesday, January 26, 2022 
50-cent play=$48—Post time: 2:32 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 5: (#1) Spooky Spice (#5) Zambak (#9) All in Jest—3 
Race 6: (#5) Awesome Apeal (#7) Shez Reckless (#8) Brody’s Causeway (#9) Naughtynaughty—4 
Race 7: (#2) Dignif ied (#4) Leviosa (#6)—2 
Race 8: (#5) Alpha Babe (#8) Systematic—2 
Race 9: (#1) Papa Honor (#10) Easy Stride—2 
 


